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big management skills upgrade that is required, not a technical
skills upgrade,” he said.


So how will the marketers of tomorrow (and by tomorrow, we
don’t mean only the distant future: we mean the literal day after
today) make the best use of big data regarding their customers and
prospects? It’s always hard to predict even the near future, but one
thing is clear: for the most successful companies, data and people
will be at the center of it.


Jim Fowler, who founded Jigsaw and subsequently sold it to
Salesforce.com in 2010 for $142 million, according to Tech-
Crunch, said that technology is inevitably expanding the reach
and scale of sales and marketing and how companies interact with
their customers and prospects. Harnessing data is as much a
necessity in this technology-dependent world as it once was to
integrate the telephone in commerce, incorporate the automobile
into a business model, and embrace e-mail marketing as part of
your promotional strategy.


“Back three or four or five generations ago, our great-great-
grandfathers might have visited their clients on a horse; our
grandparents, in cars; and how many customers or prospects could
someone touch in a given day given those parameters? Well, the
answer was one, maybe two,” Fowler said.


Now, with e-mail and other automated systems, sales and
marketing can touch virtually anyone in their target audience in
a matter of minutes. “With automated systems, which just get
more and more complex, you have the ability to touch everyone,”
Fowler added. “So people who do a lot of buying are going to quit
answering their e-mails and phones.”


The difficulty of reaching prospects via traditional methods and
the irresistible scale of reaching prospects via digital methods
means that the next frontier is data. Sales and marketing profes-
sionals must make sure that when they do engage with a prospect,
whether online or offline, the interaction is relevant and timely and
useful. Using data intelligently to focus on customers and pros-
pects will be key to growth for successful companies.
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